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El origen de las bandas de acero   Colón Cruz, Wilfredo. 7/6/2012 Fiestas  Patronales Vieques  Carnaval Journal Article Diaspora Project
The article talks about the origin and evolution of the steel bands in Vieques. It explains how 
Vieques is in charge of promoting and making the “drón”, a musical instrument, known in all 

the other municipalities of Puerto Rico. 

The " Islanders"      Young, Lisa. 2011/2011/02   Vieques Events Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article talks about the origin and manufacturing process of the steel drums in Trinidad. It 
also explains the growth of this musical instrument’s popularity in the island of Vieques. 

Furthermore, the article reveals how the steel drum has influenced young people’s lives and 
how it has become the heart of the Caribbean. 

  El legado continua en honor a Victor " Cucuito" Félix 2015/2015/04       Paz  en Culebra Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article explores the life of the great Victor “Cucusito” Félix and his passion for music. 
He was regarded as an outstanding person amongst the communities of Culebra because of 
his amazing personality and his participation in many social activities. During his life, he 

served as Commissioner for the municipal police and showed his humanitarian side when he 
worked as a volunteer to help victims after Hurricane Hugo. He is considered a legend in 

Culebra’s culture because of his devotion to his music and his steel band career. 

  The Legend of the sparrow   George, John. 2/12/2014 Canboulay Productions in collaboration with 
Guardian Media Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article reveals the challenging life and successful music career of The Mighty Sparrow. 
This music legend is considered by many as the “Calypso King of the World” because of his 

great influence on the Calypso music. In the 1940s and early 1950s, Calypso music was 
considered ordinary. The lyrics didn't have any meaning and were performed mostly for the 
attraction of tourists. Sparrow changed the traditional image of the genre leaving a legacy 

behind.

 The calsh of the orchestras     Farrelly, Nanyamka 11/9/2000    The Daily News Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article talks about the collaboration between the Rising Star Steel Orchestra and the 
Puerto Rican Symphony Orchestra. They performed together during an uplifting and 

exhilarating concert celebrated at the Reichhold Center. This concert was considered a 
challenge and the beginning of a new era. Even though Puerto Rico had several steel bands, 

these bands never before had the opportunity to work together with the Puerto Rican 
Symphony. Each musical group hoped that the musicians could learn from and enjoy the 

sound of each other. They wanted to gain a better appreciation of each other’s musical style. 

  Fantasia Caribeña  Thompson, Kelly. 10/5/2016  Vieques Insider Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article talks about the tradition of a woman called Marisol Santiago and her troupe, 
Fantasía Caribeña. They perform at the Puerto Rican Day Parade. The group is well known 

for the festive and colorful costumes that they wear for the celebration. Marisol explains how 
they get ready to perform in the big parade and what it means for her to participate in it. The 
process takes months of hard work and dedication, but she will gladly continue the tradition 

in order to represent Puerto Rico honorably.  

     An ethnographic comparison of carebbean quadrilles Yvonne, Daniel 2010-2010-10   The Board of Trustees of the University Of 
Illinois Serial

The research talks about some of the traditional Caribbean dance movements and the 
influence that African culture has had on them. These dances have consistently shown 

contredanse-related practices since the 17th and 18th century. 

         The rising stars: pathways to success     2004-2004  In the Sotligth Other Diaspora Project

The article talks about the world-renowned steel band, Rising Star, born in the island of St. 
Thomas. This band was created by the Honorable Verne A. Hodge, judge in the Superior 
Court of the Virgin Islands, as a crime prevention program designed to keep kids from 

dropping out of school. This measure was so successful that it was further developed into a 
year-round program that received worldwide attention and pride. 

 Where there's a Will there's music   O'grady,Tom 2015-2015-04  Vieques Insider Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article is about the master steel drum player, Will Colón; who has been learning, 
teaching, making and playing these type of drums for over fifty years. Music was always a 
great influence in his life since his father, Cucu Colón, was an accordion player. The article 
explains Colón’s hard work and dedication in the manufacturing process of the steel drums.

Festejo, disfraz y sustento  2015-07-16  Claridad en Rojo Journal Article Diaspora Project

This article talks about the art collection “Festejo, disfraz y sustento: el arte y la creatividad 
colectiva”. This collection was showcased in Vieques and it aimed to present the artistic 

productions born out of collective experiences that revolved around the celebration of the 
carnival in the municipality’s local festivities. This project, also included in another 

collection called “Vieques Manos Arriba”, studies the influences of music and the plastic arts 
on the carnival. 

The puertorican migration st.Corix  Senior, Clarance may.-47  Social Sience Research Center University Of 
Puertorico Rio Piedras Serial Diaspora Project

The study reveals the process of Puerto Rican migration to the island of St. Croix. It also 
points out the problems that arose from it. It tells the reader that the main reason for the 

movement was because of the sugar industries. They would bring in workers for the harvest 
season and most of them would decide to stay there to get more permanent jobs. This 

migration resulted in a cultural conflict with serious consequences for the island.

        Vieques an isdland forging furure   Bermudez, Johanna Cane Bya Films LLC Video Diaspora Project

This award winning documentary showcases part of the peaceful resistance movement 
against the U.S Navy’s use of the island of Vieques as a bombing range. These protests 

became more frequent after a negligent bombing killed David Sanes, a civilian resident of 
Vieques, on April 19 1999. The filmmaker documents the people’s struggle against the 

world’s most powerful Navy. 

 Vieques en mi memoria testimonios de vida  Maldonado, Ana         2003-2003  Ediciones Puerto Rico,Inc Book Diaspora Project

The book presents the testimonies of many residents of the island of Vieques. These 
testimonies revolve around some of the cultural, political and social experiences that the 

residents have had. This book combines pictures, historical files and personal statements to 
expose some of the previously unknown or ignored societal issues that are relevant for the 

understanding of the island’s history. 
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Caballeros,vejigantes, locas y viejos.  lowell, Fiet           2007-2007 Terranova Editores Book Diaspora Project

This book explores the previously untold story behind the festivities of “Santiago Apóstol” 
in Loíza and their influence on the municipality’s culture. The author talks about the Spanish 

conquest of the natives from the island and how it brought a lot of new traditions into the 
territory. Because of this reason, today Puerto Rico has a rich mix of cultural traditions 

represented in its festivities.  

A taste  of c arnival 2   The Rising Stars 2003-2003 Audio Diaspora Project

The golden era Renegades steel orchestra 2009-2009 Audio Diaspora Project

Vieques manos arriba  2014-2014 Mixed Material (Archival) Diaspora Project

Steel unlimited  The St. Jhon Unlimited Audio Diaspora Project

Lament  The St. Jhon Unlimited Audio Diaspora Project

 Steel unlimited II St. Jihn School of the Arts 1974-1974 Audio Diaspora Project

The papa them: puertorriquenos en islas virgenes  University of Puerto Rico  2009-03-11 Other Diaspora Project

Vieques in St.Croix village and postal cancellation Virgin islands-Puerto 
Rico friendship 2007 10/5/2007 Conference Papers Diaspora Project

Militar power and popular protest  T.McCaffery, Katherine 2002-2002  British Cataloging-Publication Data Book Diaspora Project

In this book, Katherine T. McCaffery, gives a complete analysis of the troubled relationship 
between the U.S. Navy and the island of Vieques. She explores topics, such as the history the 

American naval involvement in Vieques, a grassroots movement led by fishermen, and the 
failed promise made by the Navy to improve the lives of the island’s residents. In addition to 

that, the book explores the colonialism and the post colonialism of the island. It also talks 
about the relationship between the United States and the countries in which it maintains 

military bases.

 The role of the puerto rican- owned busness in our 
neighborhood

The Virgins Islands / 
Puerto Rico friendship 
celebration committee

2013-2013 Conference Papers Diaspora Project

Militarismo y clases sociales en vieques 19170-1950 Sntiago Rios, Miguel 2007-2007 Ediciones Huracan Inc. Book Diaspora Project

In this book, the author talks about the economic dominance of the sugar industry. It also 
explores the social movements against the U.S. Navy's military base in Vieques. The text 

explains in detail how the U.S Navy expropriated land from some of the residents of Vieques 
to build their base. The books uncovers the history and the government’s real intentions 

behind the military base in Vieques.

La batalla de Vieques Melendez, Lopez 200-200 Editorial Edil Inc. Book Diaspora Project

This book talks about some of the claims made by the residents of Vieques and the history of 
animosity between the U.S Navy and them. The author offers an insight into the vivid 

experiences of the civilians involved in the movements against the military force. It explains 
how the military transformed part of the island into a war zone with their military practices.

 Vieques sesenta años de bombas en tiempos de paz Cruz Cordero, Ventura 2001-2001 Book Diaspora Project

This book tells the story of a woman who suffered the expropriation of her family’s home in 
Vieques by the U.S. Navy. The author narrates the events that took place. It also talks about 
the contamination caused by the Navy’s stay in the island. It presents the political positions 

of the Puerto Rican and American governments on this situation. The book narrates the 
trauma and suffering that many families experienced in Vieques all throughout the 40s at the 

hands of the U.S Navy. 

 Las humanidades en el curriculo escolar 
 Rios Villarini, Nadjah 
and Gonzales Velez, 

Mirerza 
2013-2013 Fundacion Puertorriquena de las Humanidades Course Material Diaspora Project

Ritmos que unen islas: calipso y drones entre Puerto Rico e 
Islas Vírgenes Americanas Rios Villarini,Nadjah 10/7/2016 Revista Umbral Journal Article

http://umbral.uprrp.edu/ritmos-unen-
islas-calipso-drones-puerto-rico-

islas-virgenes-americanas

The article explores the historic relationship between Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands. This migration is essential for the understanding of Puerto Rican studies related to 

the intertwined history between the municipality of Vieques and the other islands in the 
Caribbean.  Through the musical tradition of calypso, the author explores the significant 

exchange of culture that has existed between the islands since the 19th century.

Sargasso entre dos orrillas: relaciones historicas linguisticas y 
culturales Vieques- Snta Cruz 2009-2010 University of Puerto Rico Course Material Diaspora Project

Memoria, relatos y testimonios de la Diáspora Caribeña 2014-2014 Revista Umbral Journal Article http://umbral.uprrp.edu/revista/8

This volume offers new insight into the understanding of the Caribbean migratory processes 
in a transnational framework. In this work, the limits of the national borders are questioned 

and presented from a permeable and liquid perspective. The authors evade essentialist 
notions to show us a complex spectrum. The drawing of new migratory routes is a mandatory 

task for researchers. They also try to find points of convergence between the groups that 
leave from and the groups that arrive to a particular place. 

¿Calipso en Vieques?: Una reseña sobre el documental 
“Vieques manos arriba” Calero Boifil, Jime 6/30/2014 El Post Antillano Journal Article

http://elpostantillano.net/pagina-
0/316-resena/10155-jaime-o-bofill-

calero.html

The article talks about the documentary “Vieques Manos Arriba”, an ethnographic work 
made by Nadjah Ríos Villarini. The film is a valuable contribution to the research field that 

explores the heritage and culture of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean. The study is about 
Vieques’ carnival and the emergence of calypso music within this festivity. Through the use 

of on-site fieldwork that includes interviews with musicians, historians and carnival 
participants, Ríos builds a brief history of the culture of Vieques and its links with the Lesser 

Antilles, especially the island of Santa Cruz.

http://umbral.uprrp.edu/ritmos-unen-islas-calipso-drones-puerto-rico-islas-virgenes-americanas
http://umbral.uprrp.edu/ritmos-unen-islas-calipso-drones-puerto-rico-islas-virgenes-americanas
http://umbral.uprrp.edu/ritmos-unen-islas-calipso-drones-puerto-rico-islas-virgenes-americanas
http://umbral.uprrp.edu/revista/8
http://elpostantillano.net/pagina-0/316-resena/10155-jaime-o-bofill-calero.html
http://elpostantillano.net/pagina-0/316-resena/10155-jaime-o-bofill-calero.html
http://elpostantillano.net/pagina-0/316-resena/10155-jaime-o-bofill-calero.html
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Vieques, manos arriba Garadis Otero, Juan 2014-042-4 80 Grados Journal Article http://www.80grados.net/vieques-
manos-arriba/

The article talks about the documentary made by Nadjah Rios Villarini, “Vieques Manos 
Arriba”. The film shows us another side of the island-municipality that shows its historical 

and cultural peculiarities. It invites the viewer to reflect on what they consider national 
culture. The phrase “manos arriba” (hands up) highlights the importance of the carnival as a 
cultural axis of the so-called “Isla Nena”. In the memory of many Puerto Ricans, it comes 

from the narrations of Manuel Rivera Morales in the transmissions of the National 
Basketball League’s games. 

ST.Croix barrios Rios Villarini,Nadjah 2016-2016 Center of Puerto Rican Studies Serial
http://centroweb.hunter.cuny.
edu/voices/en-los-barrios/st-
croix/introducci%C3%B3n

The project talks about the Puerto Rican diaspora in the Virgin Islands, particularly St. 
Croix. The author studied the following main questions: Who are these Puerto Ricans?  What 
motivated them to migrate? How do they work? What cultural traditions do they preserved? 
Also, the article offers the life stories of the people that went through this migration process. 

A beat calls Puerto Ricans tom theri Africans roots  Gonazales, David 6/7/2015  The New York Times Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article tells the story of Jose Ortiz, leader of the “Bomba Yo” troupe. This group plays 
“bomba”, one of Puerto Rico’s traditional music forms. Ortiz is known as “Dr. Drum”, since 

his mission is to reconnect Puerto Ricans to their African roots and get people to embrace 
their traditions. The article reveals his journey in the music industry and how he found his 

passion playing bomba. 

Arqueologia de Vieques Chanlatte, Luis  Univeristy of Puerto Rico Rio Piedars campus Course Material Diaspora Project

Navidad en mi tierra Cultura Steelband 2011-2011 Audio Diaspora Project

Time is Running Out. Eddie and the 
Movements. 1978-1978 Audio Diaspora Project

Back to Business. Jam Band 2009-2009 Audio Diaspora Project
Milo & The Kings Today Milo & The Kings Audio Diaspora Project

Her Favorite Shade of Yellow. Provost, Victor 2011-2011 Audio Diaspora Project

A Musical Christmas Journey Rising Stars, Youth Steel 
Orchestra  2003-2003 Audio Diaspora Project

Classics on Steel Rising Stars, Youth Steel 
Orchestra  2003-2003 Audio Diaspora Project

Bam Seventeen Plus Audio Diaspora Project
Roll baby roll Seventeen Plus Audio Diaspora Project

St. Thomas VI St. Peter & Paul C.H.S. 
Shooting Stars Steel Band Audio Diaspora Project

The Golden Era, bp Renegades Steel 
Orchestra 2005-2005 Audio Diaspora Project

Love City Pan Dragons, Volume Two. Youth Steel Orchestra 2006-2006 Audio Diaspora Project

Norma Burgos felicita al gtupo Supari Mai still band 20011-06-08  El Nuevo Periodico de Caguas Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article is about the recognition that Senator Norma Burgos gave to the members of the 
steel band called “Supari Mai”. This band is part of the Escuela Libre de Música Antonio 

Paoli in Caguas. The band won first place in the Disney Music Festival Competition 
celebrated in Orlando, bringing joy and pride to the town. In this competition they won first 

place for best solo performance in saxophone obtaining the highest marks. This group is 
composed by teenagers from around 13 to 20 years of age. 

Fajardenos degustan banquete musical frente al mar 11/1/2010  El Nuevo Dia Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article talks about a free concert offered by the major of Fajardo that took place in the 
Seven Seas balneario. Here, the public had the opportunity to enjoy the music from the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of Puerto Rico. The orchestra delighted the public with songs 
ranging from classic melodies to even Disney movies like “The Little Mermaid”. This 

activity had the intention of getting people interested in this type of music in order to let 
them know that it’s also a part of Puerto Rican culture and not just part of musical theater. 

Conferencias caribenas 2015-2016  Univeristy of Puerto Rico Rio Piedars campus 
Fcultad de Ciencias Sociales  Conference Papers Diaspora Project

En solso tres año, cosecha grandes exitos Vega Cotto, Damaris 8/4/2011 El Nuevo Periodico de Caguas Journal Article Diaspora Project

This article talks about all the achievements and success that the steel band Supari Mai has 
obtained. This band was created at the “Escuela Libre de Música” of Caguas and it is 

composed by students ranging from 12 to 17 years of age. They produced some of their best 
music albums in 2010. Ever since then, the band has achieved a lot of recognition in Puerto 

Rico and the United States. 

 La libre de musica criolla 4/4/2011 El Nuevo Periodico de Caguas Journal Article Diaspora Project

The article talks about the Escuela Libre de Música Antonio Paoli in Caguas. This school 
specializes in music. The institution offers free classes to students ranging from kindergarten 
to senior year. The students begin with music theory classes, then they move on to individual 

courses with a particular instrument and finally, when they are ready, they join the music 
laboratories. Currently, the school has over 1,000 students that visit the center from two to 

five days a week, depending on the student’s interests. 

Mangrove music Cubero, A. Carlos 2007-2007 Video

“Mangrove Music” is an ethnographic documentary about musicians from the island of 
Culebra. The main focus of this film is the study of the presupposed link between music and 
place. The film explores the unbreakable connections between the following music/country 
relationships: salsa music and Colombia, merengue and the Dominican Republic, tango and 

Argentina, reggae and Jamaica, and calypso and Trinidad & Tobago.

http://www.80grados.net/vieques-manos-arriba/
http://www.80grados.net/vieques-manos-arriba/
http://centroweb.hunter.cuny.edu/voices/en-los-barrios/st-croix/introducci%C3%B3n
http://centroweb.hunter.cuny.edu/voices/en-los-barrios/st-croix/introducci%C3%B3n
http://centroweb.hunter.cuny.edu/voices/en-los-barrios/st-croix/introducci%C3%B3n
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Contesting vision of the caribbean landscape Cubero, A. Carlos School of Social Sciences, University of 
Manchester, Manchester, UK Mixed Material (Archival) Diaspora Project

The article talks about the contest that arose in between a series of state-sponsored tourism 
development project on the island of Culebra. It focuses on how Culebra’s tourism debates 
shed some light on the complex social definitions of the island’s space and territory. The 

island’s location creates a very particular context social with multiple understanding of what 
it mean to live in Culebra. 

Movimierntos migratorios: el caso de viweques Silvia,Fernando 1988-1988-12 University of Puerto Rico  Faculatad de Ciencia 
Sociales Serial Diaspora Project

This research studies the migration movements between the islands of Vieques and St. Croix. 
The work reveals the causes and effects of this unpopular movement. The author’s main 

purpose is to explain in detail how and why many Puerto Ricans took the hard decision to 
migrate to St. Croix.

 St. Johon school of thearts the history Other Diaspora Project

An enthographic comparison of caribbean quadrilles Yvone,Daniel 2010-Fall  Cente of Black Muisc Resarch Columbia 
College Chicago and University of Illinios Press Serial Diaspora Project

This a research about the Caribbean dance movements. It reveals that these dances have 
consistently shown contredanse-related practices since the 17th in the Spanish islands and 

the 18th century in the French, British, Dutch, and former Danish islands. The study shows 
that despite the fluctuations within the different European influences and the prohibition 
from dancing imposed on the Africans, they generally conserved their traditions. These 

dances were considered to be pagan by the colonists. 

Researching steelband and calypso in the British Caribbean 
and the US Virgin Islands Liverpool Urban, Hollis 1994-1994  Cente of Black Muisc Resarch Columbia 

College Chicago and University of Illinios Press Serial Diaspora Project

The research studies the British and U.S Virgin Islands’ calypso music, along with other 
musical styles, such as the bamboula, the kalenda and the kwekde. The author also explores 

the dances that were often performed with these types of music. The research reveals that the 
carnivals celebrated in these regions were something bigger than just celebration. They were 

considered a rebellious act against colonialism, political bigotry, nepotism, greed, 
debauchery and all forms of degradation that the people were forced to endure. 

 Piedra, apapael y tijera : The diaspora project 2/6/2013 Radio Universidad de Puerto Rico Audio Diaspora Project
Back to Business. Jam Band Audio Diaspora Project

Steel band Altieri,Pedrito 2006-2006 Audio Diaspora Project
Progamas de las fiestas en honor a la purisima consepcion 1941 Other Diaspora Project

 Programa de las solemnes fiestas de nuestra senora virgen del 
carmen 1950-1950 Other Diaspora Project

 Programa de las solemnes fiestas de nuestra senora virgen del 
carmen 1953-1953 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las grandes fiestas en honor a la santisima virgen 
del carmen 1957-1957 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1958-1958 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1959-1959 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1960-1960 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1962-1962 other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1963-1963 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1964-1964 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1966-1966 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1967-1967 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1968-1968 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1969-1969 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1970-1970 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1971-1971 other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1971-1972 other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1973-1973 other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1974-1974 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1975-1975 other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1976-1976 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1977-1977 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1978-1978 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1979-1979 Other Diaspora Project

Programa de las fiestas patronales de Vieques en honor a la 
santisima virgen del carmen 1980-1980 Other Diaspora Project

Kallaloo a collection of Crucian stories Schirader,Richard 11/6/1999 Book Diaspora Project

The book tells the previously unknown experiences of Crucians and Puerto Ricans in the 
island of St. Croix. The author focuses on the migration of Puerto Ricans to St. Croix, their 

motives and how this affected the island. This book uncovers the hard sacrifices Puerto 
Ricans had to face when they took the decision to migrate to the island.
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Schirader,Richard 1993-1993 Book Diaspora Project

The book tells the previously unknown experiences of Crucians and Puerto Ricans in the 
island of St. Croix. The author focuses on the migration of Puerto Ricans to St. Croix, their 

motives and how this affected the island. This book uncovers the hard sacrifices Puerto 
Ricans had to face when they took the decision to migrate to the island.

Migración entre Vieques y Santa Cruz Una oportunidad para el 
desarrollo de una visión geográfica Pancaribeña

Rios Villarini,Nadjah and 
Catro de Jesus, Elsa 2011-2011 Cuaderno de Investigación en la Educación Mixed Material (Archival) Diaspora Project

The article explores the emptines in the textbooks regarding the migration of the Puerto 
Rican population to the island of Santa Cruz,  the U.S Virgin Islands and its link with  the 
political and economic developments of the islands of Vieques and Culebra. The authors 

emphasize the geographic location of Puerto Rico as a link to create a more integrated notion 
of the Caribbean. Before this table, a series of thematic units that facilitate the teaching of 

historical discourse with emphasis on the geographical demension is presented. 

Fantasía Caribeña: una comparsa de la Isla Nena para la Gran 
Manzana Rios,Villarini Nadjah  Center For Puerto Rican Studies Journal Article

https://centropr.hunter.cuny.
edu/centrovoices/arts-

culture/fantas%C3%ADa-caribe%
C3%B1a-una-comparsa-de-la-isla-

nena-para-la-gran-manzana
Cuando lo pequeño se hace grande 2/1/2000  Reportaje Canal 6 Video Diaspora Project

 Steel unlimited  (scan) Unknown Photograph Saint John’s School of Arts 
 Photographs of Cucuito at an event " Mi legado continua" Rios Villarini,Nadjah Photograph Culebra

Vieques carnaval 2013  Boano,Ruben Photograph Vieques 
Poem (scan) Casanova Silvia, Ramon Photograph Unknown

Eddie and the movement (SACAN) Silver,Daniel Photograph  St. John
The islanders Unknown Photograph Vieques 

 Cucuito Felix Munet Unknown Photograph Culebra
Fantasia Caribeña at the Puerto Rican parade 2015  Santos, Adaliris Photograph New York
Fantasia Caribeña at the Puerto Rican parade 2016  Santos, Adaliris Photograph New York

 Trinidad  2015 carinival  Rios Villarini, Nadjah Photograph Trinidad 
 Will Colon steel drums class room Rios,Villarini Nadjah Photograph Vieques 

Eddie and the movement St. John ( edited scan)  Rivera,Edwin Photograph (CRET) University of Puerto Rico 
Vieques Calypso Brass conlas manos arriba Will Colon Photograph Vieques 

Newspaper clipping Will Colon Photograph Vieques 

Mapping Points of Origin in the Transnational Caribbean: The 
Foundational Narrative of the Puerto Rican Pioneer Family in 

the Virgin Islands”
Gonzales, Mirerza Revista Umbral Other Diaspora Project

In this paper I explore the tales of “ the piooner family/ies” used by Puerto Ricans and Porto 
Crucians (natives of Saint Croix from Puerto Rican descent), who are living or who had lived 
in Saint Croix, United States Virgin Islands (St. Croix, USVI). The author addresses to these 
tales as cultural texts and “sites of memory” as they provide a coherent, normalized narration 
about the origins of the Puerto Rican migratory experience in St. Croix, USVI. This work in 
progress is part of a more ambtitious project on the role of cultural texts in the articulation of 

cultural memory (collective memory) on the PR diaspora in the US Virgin Islands.

CONFERENCIA MAGISTRAL: APUNTES HISTÓRICOS 
SOBRE LAS MIGRACIONES

DE PUERTORRIQUEÑOS A LA ISLA DE SANTA CRUZ, 
U.S.V.I.

Highfi eld,Arnold Conference Proceedings Diaspora Project

Floating Migration,eduacation and globalizationin the US 
Caribbean

Gonzales, Mirerza and 
Rios Villarini, Nadjah University Of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras campus Serial Diaspora Project

This article follows a research project that collects oral histories of bilingual education 
teachers from Puerto Rico who migrated to the US Virgin Islands in the late twentieth 

century. The teachers' oral histories are used as case study that provide in-depth analysis of 
competing discourses related to education and globalization in these two US Caribbean 

territories. The paper begins by examining intersections between migration and globalization 
in the Caribbean

Experiencias con maestros en Viwques y Culebra las 
humanidades en el curriculo escolar

Gonzales, Mirerza and 
Rios Villarini, Nadjah 2012-2013 University Of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras campus Course Material Diaspora Project

A transitional colonial migration: Puerto Ricos farm laboral 
program Duany,Jorge 

New West Indian Guide
Journal Article  http://www.kitlv-journals.nl/index.

php/nwig/index 

In this project, the author uncovers the history of colonialism in Puerto Rico and how this 
has become an issue for Puerto Rican migrants that moved to the United States. Puerto Rico 
“unincorporated territory” that “belongs to but is not a part of” the United States. From the 

standpoint of international law, the Island’s inhabitants are subject to U.S. sovereignty; 
within the United States, they are often treated as “legal aliens.”

"Peace Is More than the End of Bombing": The Second Stage 
of the Vieques Struggle Sherrie L. Baver  Sage Publications, Inc. Mixed Material (Archival) : http://www.jstor.org/stable/27647908 

The author studies the nature of colonialism in Puerto Rico as the cause of most political 
issues that are viewed within the framework of status politics. This work explains in detail 

the struggle to expel the U.S. Navy from the island (1999-2003). The Puerto Rican residents 
united when the issues were framed with links, not to status politics, but to human rights and 

social justice. The residents of the island of Vieques symbolized for the citizens in Puerto 
Rico, in the United States, and in the world at large the cost of military colonialism.

https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/arts-culture/fantas%C3%ADa-caribe%C3%B1a-una-comparsa-de-la-isla-nena-para-la-gran-manzana
https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/arts-culture/fantas%C3%ADa-caribe%C3%B1a-una-comparsa-de-la-isla-nena-para-la-gran-manzana
https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/arts-culture/fantas%C3%ADa-caribe%C3%B1a-una-comparsa-de-la-isla-nena-para-la-gran-manzana
https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/arts-culture/fantas%C3%ADa-caribe%C3%B1a-una-comparsa-de-la-isla-nena-para-la-gran-manzana
https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/arts-culture/fantas%C3%ADa-caribe%C3%B1a-una-comparsa-de-la-isla-nena-para-la-gran-manzana
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Titel Date Interviewer Interviewee Location Document Type Type of Interview
Interview with Yunito 8/3/2015  Rios Villarini,Nadjah  Yunito Culebra, Puerto Rico transcript Infromal

Interview with Julio Munet 7/3/2015  Olivia Harcia, Miranda  Julio Munet Culebra, Puerto Rico transcript  Infronal
Interview withMayra Felix 5/3/2015  Rios Villarini,Nadjah Mayra Felix Culebra, Puerto Rico transcript Infromal
Interview with Edgar Reyes 6/3/2015 Rios Vilarini, Nadjah  Edgar Reyes Culebra, Puerto Rico transcript Infromal

Interview with Reverenda Nieves 2007-2007-
10

Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Reverenda Nieves Unknown transcript Infromal

Interview with a teacher in 
Dominican Republic 

5/12/2007  Unknown   a teacher in Dominican 
Republic

ST.Croix transcript Infromal

Interview with  Deputy 
Superintendent Mrs. Eric Ivinne

 Unknown  Unknown Deputy Superintendent 
Mrs. Eric Ivinne

Unknown transcript Infromal

Interview with Mrs. Velázquez 
School teacher in CharlesH. 

Emmanuelle 
5/12/2007 Unknown Mrs. Velázquez ST.Croix Audio Oral

Interview with  Mrs.Ayala School 
teacher in CharlesH. Emmanuelle 

Unknown Unknown  Mrs.Ayala Deputy Super 
Intendent

ST.Croix Audio Oral

Interview with Domitila Vargas Unknown Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Domitila Vargas ST.Croix transcript Infromal
Interview with Tutti Highfield Unknown Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Tutti Highfield ST.Croix transcript Infromal

Interview with Nadjah Rios and 
Miereza Gonzales in La Hora 

Hiapana( postcast)
2007-2007 Domitila Vargas and 

Pablo 
 Nadjah Rios and Miereza 

Gonzales ST.Croix transcript Infromal

Interview with  Magnolia Gautier  Unknown Unknown Magnolia Gautier ST.Croix transcript Infromal
Interview with  Petra Medinas 

Nieves 
Unknown Unknown Petra Medinas Nieves Vieques, Puerto Rico transcript informal

Interview with  Pascual Sldaña Unknown Unknown Pascual Sldaña ST.Croix transcript Infromal
Interview with Jaime Luis 

Rodríguez 
Unknown Unknown  Jaime Luis Rodríguez ST.Croix transcript informal

Interview wit Eligio Torres Osorio  1990-17-04 Unknown Eligio Torres Osorio  Vieques, Puerto Rico transcript informal
Interview with  Mearía Carrillo Unknown Unknown  Mearía Carrillo ST.Croix transcript informal

Interview with Natividad Nieves 
Avila 

Unknown Unknown Natividad Nieves Avila ST.Croix transcript Infromal

Interview with Lyan Lopez Rosa 
de Torres 

Unknown Unknown Lyan Lopez Rosa de Torres  Vieques, Puerto Rico transcript Infromal

interview with Johanna 
Bermudez

Unknown Unknown Johanna Bermudez Unknown transcript Infromal
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interview with Johanna 
Bermudez

Unknown Unknown Johanna Bermudez Unknown Audio Oral

Interview with Junior (dueño de 
emisora)

2007- 2007-
10

 Unknown Junior (dueño de emisora)  Unknown transcript informal

Interview with Maritza member 
of  Fantasia Caribeña

2015-22-07 Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Maritza member of  
Fantasia Caribeña

Unknown transcript informal

interview with Veronica Seargent 
a  School teacher 

Unknown Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Veronica Seargent ST.Croix transcript informal

Interview with Carmen(Marcano) 
Miray 

 2007-03-12 Gonzales, Mirerrza Carmen(Marcano) Miray ST.Croix transcript informal

interview with Maria Sanes Unknown Unknown Maria Sanes Unknown transcript Infromal
Interview with Luis Alicea 2007-2007 Gonzales, Mirerrza  Luis Alicea ST.Croix transcript informal

Interview with Barbara Guerra 2007-2007 Gonzales, Mirerrza  and 
Rios Villarini, Nadjah

Barbara Guerra Unknown transcript Infromal

Interview with Vera Falu  2007-05-12 Unknown Vera Falu ST.Croix transcript Informal.
Interview with Lilian Belardo 2/12/2007 Unknown Lilian Belardo ST.Croix transcript Infromal

Interview with Luis Alicea (Sport 
Shop)

2007-2007 Gonzales,Mirerza Luis Alicea ST.Croix Audio Oral

interview with Veronica Seargent 
a  School teacher 

Unknown Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Veronica Seargent St.Croix Audio Oral

Interview with Nadjah Rios and 
Miereza Gonzales in La Hora 

Hiapana( postcast)
2007-2007 Domitila Vargas and 

Pablo 
Nadjah Rios and Miereza 

Gonzales ST.Croix Audio Oral

Interview with Carmen(Marcano) 
Miray

 2007-03-12 Gonzales, Mirerrza Carmen(Marcano) Miray ST.Croix Audio oral

Interview with Lilian Belardo 2/12/2007 Unknown Lilian Belardo ST.Croix Audio Oral
interviw with Apolonia Gittingo Unkown Unknown Apologina Gittingo Unknown Audio Oral
Interview with Joaquin Santos Unkown Unknown Joaquin Santos Unknown Audio Oral

Interviw with Felipe Cuervo 7/4/1991 Unknown Felipe Cuervo St.Croix Audio Oral
Interview with Deputy 

Superintendente Mrs. Eric Ivonne
Unkown Unknown Deputy Superintendente 

Mrs. Eric Ivonne
Unknown Audio Oral

Interview with  Domitila Vargas Unkown Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Domitila Vargas ST.Croix Audio oral
 Interview with Tutti Highfield Unknown Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Tutti Highfield ST.Croix Audio Oral

Interview with Doña Sofía Unkonwn Rios Vilarini, Nadjah Doña Sofía Unknown Audio Oral
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Interview with Mrs.Ramírez 
school teacher

2007-2007 Unknown Mrs.Ramírez St.Croix Audio Oral

Interview with DonMachin 
Encarnacion

2/12/2007 Rios Vilarini, Nadjah 
and Gonzales, Mirerrza

Mrs.Machin Encarnacion ST.Croix transcript Infromal

Interview with Don Agustín 
Tolentino

2/12/2007 Gonzales, Mirerrza Don Agustín Tolentino St.Croix transcript infromal
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